Frackville had several restaurants located here in the good old days. Do you remember the restaurant owned by John Boehmar at 22 South Lehigh where Lehrman’s Men’s Store is now located? It was later owned by Oscar Wagner and after him, the Splendid Restaurant owned by Peter Clossen.

Bill Davis’ restaurant was on the site of the present Hoffman Gas Station and Harry Walsh’s restaurant was located on the site of Sophie’s Jewelry Store.

Elias Nahas’ restaurant at 38 South Lehigh Avenue was later dismantled and Scharadin’s Pharmacy was built here. The Hazel Maid at 15 South Lehigh Avenue was in existence for many years. Another slaughter house was owned by Lehrman’s Men’s Store is now located. It was later owned by Oscar Wagner and after him, the Splendid Restaurant owned by Peter Clossen.
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